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Service Manual

• 2 -1/2" Pitch Steel Hinge Belt

Model _________________________________________
S/N ___________________________________________

Wardcraft warrants that this unit is free from defects in material and workmanship and fit for the
ordinary purposes for which such goods are used, under normal installation, use and service, for twelve
(12) months from the date of shipment. Any description of this unit is only to identify it, and is not a
warranty that the unit fits the description. No one else can make any warranties for WARDCRAFT.
Any warranties implied by law are limited in duration to the twelve-month term of this warranty.
Wardcraft will replace any defective part within the warranty period, without charge, provided:
The Purchaser gives WARDCRAFT prompt written notice of the defect, including the date of
purchase;
The Purchaser pays for delivery of the defective part to WARDCRAFT at One Wardcraft Drive,
P.O. Box 460, Spring Arbor, MI 49283-0460 for inspection and verification of the defect; and
The Purchaser shall pay all shipping and insurance charges for the replacement part from
Spring Arbor, Michigan, and the cost of installing the replacement part.
This warranty is limited to the replacement of defective parts. WARDCRAFT WILL NOT BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED BY ANY DEFECT IN THIS UNIT. Replacement of a
part under warranty does not extend the warranty term.
This warranty shall not apply if any failure of this unit or its parts is caused by unreasonable use,
improper maintenance or repairs, incorrect adjustments, exposure to corrosive or abrasive
material, moisture causing damage, or any modification or alteration affecting the operation of
the unit which is not authorized by WARDCRAFT in writing. The Wardcraft Chip Conveyor
Warranty shall not be inapplicable due to operation in moisture. This warranty shall not apply to
the following items, which are covered by their manufacturer’s warranty, subject to any
limitations contained in those warranties:
•
•

Bearings, Caster Wheels, Elastomer Belts, Motors and Reducers - Conveyor Division
Roller Bearings - Die Products Division

Except as set forth herein, Wardcraft makes no other warranties, whether express, implied
or statutory, including merchantability for fitness or any particular purpose.

The attached bill of lading is an acknowledgement by the transportation company of
receipt in good condition of the shipment covered by our invoice bearing our order
number corresponding to shipper’s number on this b/l. These goods have been
shipped f.o.b. spring arbor, Michigan. Our responsibility for this shipment has now
ceased. If any of the goods called for on this bill of lading are short or damaged, do
not accept them until the freight agent makes a damaged notation on your freight bill
or express receipt. You should thoroughly inspect this shipment as soon as received.
If any concealed loss or damage is discovered, notify your local freight or express
agent at once and request him to make an inspection. This is absolutely necessary.
Unless you do this transportation companies will not entertain any claim for loss or
damage. If the agent will not make an inspection, then you should make an affidavit
that you notified him (on a certain date) and he failed to do so. This with other papers
will properly support your claim. Do not order the transportation company to return to
our factory any shipment until our company has authorized such return.

Inspect the exterior of each carton before signing carrier’s freight bill.
Unpack in driver’s presence any carton showing exterior signs of damage and note such
damage on all copies of freight bill.
Cartons for which clear delivery receipt is signed must be unpacked in time to give carriers
notice of concealed damage in form of a request for inspection within 15 days from date of
delivery by motor carrier, 30 days when delivered by rail. Where cartons show no exterior signs
of damage, consignees do not have right to open cartons before signing carrier’s freight bill.
After request for inspection of concealed damage is made, hold merchandise with all containers
and packing, if any, for carrier’s inspection.
!

Claim for loss or damage must be filed within nine months from date of delivery.
We are willing to assist you in every possible manner in collecting claims for loss or damage, but
this willingness on our part does not make us responsible for collection or replacement of the
material. We will ship and bill to you replacement for parts lost or damaged in transit. The cost
of such replacement parts will be the amount of your claim.
Telephone (800) 782-2779fax (517) 750-2244
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1.1

Upon receipt of the conveyor, visually inspect the conveyor for any damage that may have
occurred during shipping. If the conveyor has been damaged during shipment, you should note
the damage on the freight bill and file a damage claim with the freight carrier as quickly as
possible.

1.2

Check oil level in the reducer; refer to reducer lubrication and operating instructions (not listed
within this manual).

1.3

Note: M.S.D.S. available upon request.

1.4

Place the conveyor into its place of operation. Conveyor is designed to operate in a square and
level position. Watch for extremes in floor conditions. Conveyor should be plum and level at time
of installation; shim as required. Uneven floor conditions should be avoided when using
conveyors with casters.

1.5

Before starting the conveyor the operator and installer should carefully read the operating
instructions provided in this manual.

1.6

Secure the conveyor into place, where applicable.

1.7

If conveyor is equipped with a torque limiter: Adjust the torque limiter as required, refer to torque
limiter instructions. (Not listed within this manual). Note: the torque limiter is adjusted from the
factory for light loads and may require further adjusting depending on the load. It is important not
to over tighten; this could cause the conveyor drive motor to overload.

1.8

Supply power to the conveyor, (refer to the wiring instructions 7.0).

1.9

After power has been connected:

1.10 Oil level in the reducer (gearbox) was checked and at the proper level.
1.11 Operating instructions have been read.
1.12 All personnel are clear of any moving parts of the conveyor.
1.13 You can now start the conveyor.
1.14 Note: You should check that the belt is running smoothly and centered in the frame.
1.15 At start up, if the conveyor does not function properly contact your area Wardcraft Conveyor
representative or contact factory direct at 800-782-2779.

!
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2.1

Never start the conveyor until you are sure that all personnel are clear.

2.2

All maintenance and lubrication of the conveyor are to be made while the conveyor is stopped
and power to the conveyor is locked out.

2.3

Never operate the conveyor without the safety guards in place.

2.4

Never allow any part of your body to come in contact with any moving parts of the conveyor.

3.1

Keep the area clear of obstructions, which could endanger the employee operating the conveyor.

4.1

Do not dump load or load conveyor while the conveyor is not running. The load on the conveyor
should be kept to the specified amount and the specific parts for which the conveyor was
designed. Overloading the conveyor may cause premature failure to the conveyor components.

4.2

Note: Contact Wardcraft Conveyor before using a conveyor in a different application.

!
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5.1

No unauthorized alterations are to be made to the conveyor without first contacting Wardcraft and
obtaining written permission. FAILURE TO DO SO WILL VOID THE WARRANTY.

5.2

Under no circumstances shall the safety characteristics of the conveyor be altered.

"
6.1
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Routine inspections, preventive and corrective maintenance programs shall be conducted to
ensure that all safety features and devices are maintained and function properly.

"

)
(To be done by qualified electrical personnel only)

7.1

Caution: Always observe the power lock out procedure established for your company (and or
Federal and State guidelines).

7.2

For conveyors without power cord or controls: determine the power and phase required to
operate the conveyor motor. Refer to the motor nameplate.

7.3

Connect the motor per the diagram located inside the motor junction box.

7.4

For conveyors with power cord: determine the power and phase required to operate the conveyor
motor. Refer to the motor nameplate.

7.5

The voltage should be listed and tagged on the power cord or the motor. It may be necessary to
remove the electrical cover on the conveyor motor and visually check to see for which voltage
the motor is wired. Check the motor nameplate for the phase.

7.6

For conveyors with controls: refer to the electrical schematic for the proper voltage and phase. If
no schematic was received, contact Wardcraft and request one is sent before connecting the
power.

7.7

Overload protection is required to protect the conveyor motor from over-current conditions.

7.8

Note: If no overload protection is provided the motor warranty will be void.

)
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8.1

Roller chain drive tension and care

8.2

The correct amount of slack is essential to the proper operation of a chain drive.

8.3

Unlike flat or “V” belts, chains require no initial tension. When the chain is too tight, the working
parts carry a much heavier load than is necessary, resulting in additional wear. Too much slack is
also harmful. On long centers, too much slack will cause vibration or chain whip. Routine
inspections should be made for proper chain tension, misalignment, and lack of lubrication, chain
elongation and broken parts. Elongation is at fault when the chain rides up on the sprocket, then
snaps into place. In the event of either elongation, broken or damaged chain sprockets, replace
both chain and sprockets. Do not put new chain on old sprockets or run old chain on new
sprockets, replace both.

8.4

Motor temperature

8.5

Ambient temperature is the temperature of the air surrounding the motor. Standard motors are
designed to operate in an ambient temperature of up to 40o C or 140o F. Special lubricants and
insulation may be necessary for either very high or very low ambient conditions. When checking
motor temperature always use test equipment specifically designed for that purpose, never check
by hand.

8.6

Bearings

8.7

Sealed for life bearings normally are prepacked with high quality water resistant grease having
optimum chemical and mechanical stability. Sealed bearings offer the advantages of eliminating
bearing failures that can be caused by entrance of foreign matter into the bearing during
relubrication, over greasing, and lubrication with the wrong grease.

8.8

Relubeable bearings: in applications where lubrication is desirable, the recommended lubricant
for temperatures between -40o to +300o F is Chevron FM NLGI #2.

8.9

Oilube bearings: additional lubrication can be provided through the use of oil soaked felts, wicks,
etc., or by periodic oiling.

*
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9.1

It is important that a maintenance program be established to insure that all conveyor components
are maintained in a condition, which does not constitute a hazard to personnel.

9.2

Only qualified and trained personnel should perform maintenance, such as lubrication and
adjustments.

9.3

When a conveyor is stopped for maintenance purposes, starting devices or powered
accessories, should be locked or tagged out in accordance with a formalized lock out procedure
designed to protect all persons or groups involved with the conveyor against an unexpected start.

9.4

DO NOT lubricate conveyor when it is in motion.

9.5

Re-attach all safety devices and guards before starting equipment for normal operation.

9.6

Maintain safety guards and devices IN POSITION and IN GOOD REPAIR.

9.7

Maintain all warning signs in a legible condition, and obey all warnings.
'$. /
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Once per week

Once per month

Chain tension and care, refer to section 8.1
Belt tension & tracking, refer to section 10.2
Sprockets misalignment 8.1
Reducer oil level, refer to reducer lubrication and operating instructions
Bearing lubrication, refer to section 8.3
Check all fasteners
(Motor recommended lubrication intervals)
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UP TO 210 INCL. (132)
OVER 210 TO 280 INCL. (180)
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Standard

AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE
MAX.
40o C

RATED
SPEED
3600 RPM 1800 RPM 1200 RPM
5500 hrs. 12000 hrs. 18000 hrs.
3600 hrs. 9500 hrs. 15000 hrs.

900 RPM
22000 hrs
18000 hrs.

ATMOSPHERIC
CONTAMINATION

TYPE OF BEARING

Clean, little corrosion

Deep groove ball bearings

+
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10.1 Roller chain, drive sprocket misalignment: Misalignment of chain and sprockets is indicated by
wear on the sides of the sprocket teeth and the inner faces of the chain sidebars. To check
alignment, place a straight edge across the faces of the driver and driven sprocket. If properly
aligned, the straight edge or cord will contact both sprocket surfaces squarely.
10.2 Steel hinge belt tensioning (See Figure 1). To adjust the belt tension on steel belt conveyors,
adjustments are made via the take up adjustment screws. The tension should always be
adjusted equally on each side of the conveyor, if the tension is uneven, (meaning the belt is
adjusted out further on one side than the other) it will cause the belt axles to wear and have
premature failure.
10.2.1

Determining the proper tension: Too much slack will cause the belt to lurch, make noise or jam.
Observe the belt while it is rotating, from the intake end of the conveyor, too much slack will cause
the belt to bind as it starts to wrap around the bottom of the belt sprockets. (This will be apparent if
the belt lurches). At the discharge end of the conveyor, the belt will drop off the bottom of the belt
sprocket teeth. Note: loose belt tension may cause wear and have premature failure.

10.3 Conveyor inspection, when inspecting the conveyor for external damage, look for items such as
damage occurring from industrial lift truck hitting the conveyor while removing scrap bins, etc.
10.4 Checking belt axles for wear (see Figure 1). Visual inspection can be made to determine several
problems. View the ends of the axles through the access hole located at the intake end of the
conveyor. If the axle ends are pointed, the belt may be riding on the ends of the axles rather than
the wheels. If the cotter keys are missing, they may be hitting an obstruction inside the frame.
Both may require removal of the belt to view the inside of the frame. Refer to belt removal
instructions (refer to belt removal instructions 11.0).
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When replacing a conveyor belt, always check the following items:

•
•
•

Belt track for wear: if the belt track shows excessive wear it may be necessary to replace the belt track
before replacing the belt.
Damage to the frame: if the frame has been damaged it should be repaired before replacing the belt.
Debris inside the frame: if debris is found, remove the debris before replacing the belt.

.

(
•
•
•

•
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Check the belt for missing cotter keys & insure that all the cotter keys are crimped.
Check all other belt components for wear or damage, replace as needed.
Visual inspect tracks & overlays for excessive wear.
(

•

-

(refer to section 14.0 for installation).

Always use new belt sprockets when installing a new belt (refer to section 13.0 for belt sprocket
replacement).
Always use original Wardcraft replacement parts when replacing belt sprockets. Wardcraft belt
sprockets are matched pairs.

.
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NOTE: The aid of one or more associate worker (s) may be required when removing a belt.

'
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5/32" & 3/16" Allen wrench
Standard pliers
Standard straight edge screw driver
5/16" & 15/16" open end wrench
Hammer
Vise grip pliers
Drift punch
Gloves.

WARNING: When removing the belt
from the frame, the belt may reach a
point where gravity can cause the belt to
start to roll out of the frame. This
situation occurs when the weight of the
belt outside the conveyor exceeds the
weight of the belt remaining inside the
conveyor, thus injury could occur to
anyone who may be in its path.

12.1 Belt removal process:
Note: For the following procedures you will use the 15/16" & 5/16" open-end wrenches and the 5/32" & 3/16" Allen wrenches.

Move the take up adjustment screws all the way in (toward the intake end of the conveyor).
Loosen the hex nuts securing the belt guards to the take up assemblies and remove the belt
guards.
Remove the fastener securing the chain guard strap to the chain guard cover.
Remove the fasteners securing the chain guard cover and remove the cover.
!

To remove the roller chain, remove the clip from the connecting link, remove the top portion of
the link, remove the link from the roller chain and remove the roller chain.

"

Loosen the setscrew in the torque limiter and remove the torque limiter.

)

Remove the fasteners securing the tail guard and remove the tail guard from the conveyor.

*

Remove the access hole covers.

+

Rotate the belt until one belt axle is positioned at the mid point of the access hole on the side of
the conveyor frame. Using the pliers, remove the cotter key from one end of the belt axle.
Always discard any used cotter keys and replace with new cotter keys when re-assembling.
(Wardcraft replacement P/N FAS25001)

; Remove the wheel and washer (if used) from the belt axle, then remove the axle from the
access hole on the opposite side of the frame
Belt removal: start by pulling on the top section of belt, removing it from the upper section of the
conveyor frame, pulling it away from the conveyor. Continue with this process until the belt
removal is complete.

.
13.1 Belt installation procedure:
•
•

Tools: refer to section 11.0
The help of one or more associate worker(s) is required.
CAUTION: Due to the extreme weight of some belts, personnel
should use extreme care to prevent injury during belt installation.
The use of a winch system may be required to install certain belts
due to excessive weight.

Replace the axle shaft removed from the belt earlier into the leading end of the belt.
Make sure all belt components are in their correct position (refer to Figures 2 and 6).
Replace the wheel and washer (if used).
Insert and crimp a cotter key.
!

Roll the belt into the upper portion of the conveyor frame until the two ends of the belt meet at
the tail sprockets.

"

To join the sections, roll the belt until approximately six inches of belt extends from the bottom of
the conveyor frame. Remove the cotter key; wheel and washer (if used) then remove the axle.

)

For standard belts without sidebars: Roll the belt into the conveyor until both ends of the belt
meet across from the access holes, insert the axle removed earlier, leave the cotter key, washer
and wheel on the axle, insert the axle into the side wing, apron and side wing, replace the roller
and washer (refer to Figures 2 and 6 to ensure the proper order of the belt components). Use
the vice grip pliers, drift punch and hammer to install and crimp a new cotter key.

*

For belts with sidebars: Roll the belt into the conveyor until both ends of the belt meet across
from the access holes, insert the axle removed earlier axle into the sidebar then replace the
roller then insert the axle through the side wing, apron and side wing, replace the roller then
push the axle through the remaining sidebar (refer to Figures 2 and 6 to ensure the proper order
of the belt components). Use the vice grip pliers, drift punch and hammer to install and crimp a
new cotter key.

+

For tensioning the conveyor belt refer to section 10.2 Use a 15/16" wrench to make the belt
tensioning adjustments.

13.2 Install all the following items: (refer to Figure 1)
Place the torque limiter onto the drive shaft.
Install the roller chain and connecting link.
Align the torque limiter and drive sprocket and tighten the torque limiter set screw.
Tension the roller chain as required. (Refer to section 10.1) The use of shim stock may be
required.
!

Replace the chain guard cover and fasteners.

"

Replace the chain guard strap fastener.

)

Replace the belt guards and secure in place.

*

Replace the tail guard and fasteners.

+

Replace the access hole covers.

0
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Note: When replacing the belt sprockets it is recommended that the belt be removed from the conveyor first. Refer to section 11.0
for belt removal instructions.

'
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•
•
•

5/32" & 3/16" Allen wrenches
3/4" open end wrench
Gloves

14.1 Removing the tail shaft assembly: (see Figure 5)
Remove the fasteners (item 4&5) securing the tail shaft (item 3) and remove the tail shaft
assembly from the conveyor.
Loosen the setscrews securing the set collars (item 1) to the tail shaft (item 3).
Remove the set collars (item 1) and the tail sprockets (item 2).
Install the new sprockets (item 2) and replace the set collars. Make sure to keep the hubs facing
inward.
!

Reinstall the tail shaft assembly, leave the set collar set screws loose (item 1), install the
fasteners (item 5) and secure the tail shaft (item 3) into the conveyor frame.

14.2 Removing the drive shaft assembly: (see Figure 4)
Loosen the hex nuts securing the belt guards to the bearings (see Figure 1 for location)
Remove the belt guards
Loosen the set screws securing the drive shaft (item 1) into the bearings (item 3)
Loosen the set screws securing the set collars (item 4) to the drive shaft (item 1)

! .
'

!

Loosen the set screws securing the belt sprockets (item 5) to the drive shaft (item 1)

"

Remove the sprocket keys (item 2) push the drive shaft (item 1) through the bearing (item 3)
into the conveyor from the non-drive side far enough to remove the set collars (item 4) and the
old belt sprockets (item 5).

)

Replace the set collars (item 4) and new belt sprockets (item 5); make sure to reinstall the
sprockets with the hub side in (see Figure 2).

*

Insert the end of the drive shaft assembly into the bearing (item 3) on the non-drive side of the
conveyor until it is flush with the outside of the bearing race and tighten the bearing set screws.
Move the belt sprockets (item 5) into their approximate position and reinstall the keys (item 2)
into the belt sprockets (item 5). The remaining setscrews will be tightened during the belt
installation. Refer to section 14.0 for belt installation.

&
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5/32" & 3/16"Allen wrenches
Standard pliers
Standard screw driver
15/16" open end wrench
Pry bar
Gloves
Two men

15.1 Belt installation procedure: Joining Belt Sections
Select the belt section labeled "A." Unroll the belt on the floor at the intake section of the conveyor
(making sure the rollers are making contact with the floor). Position the belt so the direction of travel is
toward the intake section of the conveyor (refer to Figure 6). Lift the end of the belt onto the top of the
belt sprockets. If the entire belt consists of one piece, roll the belt into the conveyor until the belt
reaches the drive end set of belt sprockets. If the belt has multiple sections: roll the belt into the
conveyor until approximately one foot is remaining outside the conveyor. Secure the belt in the
conveyor to keep the belt from rolling out while you are connecting the next section of belt. Select belt
section labeled "B." Unroll the belt and place it at the end of section "A." To join the belt sections,
remove one cotter key from the first belt axle of section "B," remove the wheel and washer (if used)
from the belt axle, and then remove the belt axle. Align and join sections "A" & "B." (When connecting
belt sections always make sure the belt components are in their proper order, refer to Figures 2 and 6
for the proper order of the belt sidebars and side wings). Reinstall the belt axle, wheel, and washer (if

!

used), insert and crimp a new cotter key. Repeat steps 3 & 4 until the belt reaches the drive end set of
belt sprockets.

15.2 Belt installation procedure: Drive Sprockets
Once the belt has reached the drive end set of sprockets, (make sure the belt sprocket keys are
in place and that the belt sprockets are in alignment with the conveyor chain) then roll the belt
onto the sprockets and into the conveyor approximately two feet. We recommend a special
adapter, (manufactured by Wardcraft) be used to rotate the belt to prevent damage or scarring
of the drive shaft.
Using a pry bar, pry between the conveyor frame and the set collar and move the belt all the
way to one side of the conveyor. Then pry the belt in the opposite direction until the belt is
centered between the sides of the conveyor frame (see Figure 8).
Move the set collars located on the drive shaft until they seat against the sides of the belt
sprockets, then tighten the setscrews in the set collars (see Figure 7 for proper clocking of all set
screws). Roll the belt in reverse until it reaches the top of the belt sprockets, move the set
collars on the inside of the belt sprockets until they seat against the sides of the belt sprockets.
(Make sure the belt sprocket seats firmly between both set collars). Tighten the set collar set
screws, and then tighten the setscrews in the belt sprockets.
For belts that consist of only one piece, roll the belt into the conveyor until it reaches the belt
sprockets located at the intake end of the conveyor.
!

For conveyors with multiple belt sections roll the belt until there is approximately one foot of belt
left out of the frame (refer to joining belt sections, steps 1 thru 4). Continue with this process
until the belt reaches the belt sprockets located at the intake end of the conveyor. (Note: Belt
sections are labeled A, B, C, D etc. example: section A to B, B to C, C to D).

"

15.3 Belt installation procedure: Tail Sprocket, Joining Belt, Assemble Conveyor
Once the belt reaches the lower set of belt sprockets, continue to roll the belt until the lower
section of belt extends approx. six inches out the intake end of the conveyor. (If the belt hits the
belt sprockets and you are unable to rotate the belt out of the intake end of the conveyor, you
will need to move the belt take-up adjustment screws out until the belt rollers seat into the belt
sprocket teeth). Remove a cotter key from the belt axle on the lower piece of belt, remove the
wheel and washer (if used) and roll the belt back into the conveyor until the two ends of the belt
can be joined together at the center of the belt sprockets across from the access hole. (Note:
belts are sometimes shipped with extra aprons and may require removing one or more aprons
to achieve the proper belt length.) Install the belt axle removed earlier, through the access hole;
align the belt parts until they are in their proper position (refer to Figures 2 & 6) and insert the belt
axle into the belt. Replace the wheel and washer (if used) and install and crimp a new cotter
key.
After the belt has been reinstalled and joined together, Use a pry bar at the intake section to pry
between the conveyor frame and the set collars and move the belt all the way to one side of the
conveyor. Then pry the belt in the opposite direction until the belt is centered between the sides
of the frame (refer to Figure 8). Move the set collars until they seat against the sides of the belt
sprockets, then tighten the setscrews.
For tensioning the conveyor belt refer to section 10.2 Use a 15/16" wrench to make the belt
tensioning adjustments.

15.4 Install all the following items: (refer to Figure 1)
Place the torque limiter onto the drive shaft.
Install the roller chain and connecting link.
Align the torque limiter and drive sprocket and tighten the torque limiter set screw.
Tension the roller chain as required (refer to section 10.1). Note: the use of shim stock may be
required.
!

Replace the chain guard cover and fasteners.

"

Replace the chain guard strap fastener.

)

Replace the belt guards and secure in place.

*

Replace the tail guard and fasteners.

+

Replace the access hole covers.

Caution: Always make sure all safety devices and guards are in place and in good working order before
applying power to the conveyor.

)
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Inspection: adjust take - ups as required
Check for wear
Bushings
Pins
Sprockets
Side bars
Check for broken or cracked parts
Check rollers to make sure they are rolling and not sliding, if rollers are sliding determine
and alleviate cause.
Check for tendency of the chain to run off in one direction and interferences.

$' 13

Grease all lube fittings with lithium soap E.P grease of medium (NLGI #2 consistency). Chain joints
without lube fittings should be lubricated with oil that has a viscosity to enable it to reach Internal
surfaces under normal conditions. For temperatures up to 160 degrees Fahrenheit s.a.e. 30 oil is
recommended.
/$3 $'% 1# 4/0/

Chains operating in a relatively clean atmosphere can be lubricated by drip - feed oilers, or by applying
the lubricant manually with a brush or oilcan.
$'% 1# 4/0/ $5/3
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Where large volumes of lint or non-abrasive dust are present, a brush or wiper can be used to clean the
chain and apply new lubricant. Otherwise, the lint or dust will clog the chain joint clearance and prevent
penetration of the oil into the joints.
$.0$# 9/ $'% 1# 4/0/

If abrasives come in contact with the chain, lubrication becomes more difficult. When lubricants are
applied externally, abrasive particles tend to adhere to the chain surfaces and act as a lapping or
grinding compound. Under extreme conditions it is sometimes advisable to avoid chain lubrication.
/ /9$'/5 '/% /0$'20/#

Petroleum oils should not be used to lubricate chains operating in temperatures exceeding 300
degrees Fahrenheit. Under certain conditions, chains operating in high temperature atmospheres can
be effectively lubricated using finely divided graphite or molybdenum disulfide in a volatile carrier, which
upon evaporation of the volatile carrier leaves a thin deposit of solid lubricant on the chain joint
surfaces.
Note 1: frequency of lubrication will vary with the application
Note 2: applying a lubricant to conveyor chains is often difficult, as they are usually operated in the open and exposed to the
material being conveyed. The nature of the surrounding atmosphere is the principle consideration in selecting the method of
lubrication to be used
Note 3: consult a lubricant manufacture for recommendations when chains are required to operate at elevated temperatures or
under other difficult conditions.
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ITEM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

' 4 ./ ' 1% 13/3'#

DESCRIPTION
AXLE
COTTER KEY
WASHER
SIDE BAR (optional)
WHEEL
SIDE WING RIGHT HAND
APRON
SIDE WING LEFT HAND

Note 1: please have the model number and serial number available when ordering
replacement parts. Note 2: belts with cleats are not shown in the illustration above.
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ITEM QTY.
P/N
1
1 MO _ 00000
2
1 RED00000
3
2 SPR00000
4
1 CHN40200
5
1 CHN40100

DESCRIPTION
MOTOR
REDUCER
DRIVE SPROCKET
CONNECTING LINK
ROLLER CHAIN
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ITEM QTY.
P/N
1
1 SFQ00000
2
3 KEY00313
3
2 BEA05022
4
4 COL02022
5
2 BLS02222
6
1 TLM50022
7
1 SPE43546

DESCRIPTION
DRIVE SHAFT
KEY
BEARING
SET COLLAR
BELT SPROCKET
TORQUE LIMITER
A-PLATE
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ITEM
1
2
3
4
5

QTY.
2
2
1
2
2

P/N
COL02019
BLS02319
SFN00000
FAS02005
FAS04005

DESCRIPTION
SET COLLAR
BELT SPROCKET
TAIL SHAFT
SPLIT LOCK WASHER
1/2"-13 HEX HEAD BOLT GD. 5

'

(

PROBLEM
Roller chain is
jumping teeth.
Motor
running, belt
not turning

PROBABLE CAUSE
Roller chain may require
adjusting.
Torque limiter may require
adjusting; Roller chain
may be disconnected,
key(s) may be sheared or
conveyor belt may be
jammed.
Motor full load Conveyor belt movement
current
may be obstructed,
exceeds the causing an increase in
name plate
torque. Ambient
rating causing temperature too high.
the control
Reducer oil level low,
overload to
causing high heat
trip
condition.
Belt pulsating, Conveyor belt may
or lurching
require adjusting.
Parts
Coolant or oils too thick.
adhering to
Pimples worn from belt
belt
surface. Parts caught in
hinge loops
Belt axles
Belt wheels are wearing
breaking
into the belt axles causing
the ends of the axles to
eventually break.
Belt aprons
Impact of parts on belt
cracking
surface.
Belt jamming Obstruction inside frame,
missing cotter keys from
belt axles, broken axles or
belt hitting frame.

ACTION REQUIRED
Check sprocket alignment and roller chain adjustment
(refer to section 8.0).
Check torque limiter for proper adjustment (refer to
torque limiter instructions). Check roller chain
adjustment (refer to section 8.0). Inspect all drive
shafts for sheared or missing keys. Inspect conveyor
for parts that may be causing the belt to jam.
Inspect conveyor for any parts that may be coming in
contact with the belt and causing the amount of
torque required for turning the belt to exceed the
output torque rating of the drive. Remove the source
of heat, shield the motor from the heat, increase
cooling capacity of motor, and increase the insulation
class of the motor. Check the reducer oil level.
Inspect belt for proper tension (refer to section12.2).
Reduce consistency of coolants or change type of
coolant. Replace belt parts as needed. Contact the
Wardcraft representative for your area, for optional
equipment to aid in the removal of parts.
Belt tension uneven: replace belt parts as required,
readjust belt tension (refer to section 12.2).
Note: When this problem occurs, belt sprockets
should always be replaced before installing new or
rebuilt belt.
Reduce the impact.
Inspect conveyor for obstruction, this may require
removal of belt (refer to section 11.0). Inspect axles
for missing cotter keys or broken axles. Inspect
conveyor frame for internal or external damage.

For further assistance contact Wardcraft Conveyor, Service department, Ph. 1-800-782-2779

• Figure 1

Shown above is a Wardcraft Steel hinge belt Conveyor, style type 3
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